Chirp evoked otoacoustic emissions.
The principles of short frequency sweeps (chirps) and their application to evoke transiently evoked otoacoustic emissions (TEOAE) are developed in comparison to using standard click stimuli. In contrast to click stimuli, chirp signals have the advantage of stimulating a freely selectable frequency range. In addition, chirp signals contain more energy than a click stimulus with the same maximum amplitude. The effects of different stimuli on TEOAE were investigated in normal hearing and hearing-impaired subjects. Using wide-band chirp signals yields a better signal-to-noise ratio compared to click stimulation. In addition, the stimulation of selected regions of the basilar membrane with frequency-limited chirps evokes TEOAE with frequency components that lie within the stimulated frequency range. The characteristic fine structure of this spectrum was found to be independent of the stimulus applied. The utilization of chirp stimuli appears to be useful for evoking TEOAE in, e.g., clinical applications.